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Abstract

We report first results of the slow muon generation from pulsed surface muon beam using a method of resonant
laser ionization of muonium. The muonium is produced from the muon beam by electron capture near the surface of
thin tungsten foil heated to 2100 K. The ionization is resonantly enhanced by using a vacuum-ultraviolet(VUV)
radiation resonant with 2P state of muonium(l s122.09 nm). A pulsed beam at 355 nm is used for an efficient1S–2P

ionization from the 2P state. The VUV beam with pulse duration of 4 ns and with bandwidth of over 100 GHz to
match the Doppler broadening of muonium(200 GHz) is generated by resonant third-order sum-difference frequency
conversion(v s2v yv ) in krypton gas phase-matched with argon buffer gas. Thev beam has been tuned toVUV R T R

the two-photon resonance of 4p 5pw1y2,0x state in krypton to enhance the conversion process. Yield of the VUV5

radiation has been investigated for different energies and confocal parameters of the incident beams. The whole
apparatus, including a beamline for transport and detection of ionized particles, has been tested by ionizing residual
hydrogen atoms at an ultra-high vacuum level of 1.1=10 hPa with efficiency better than 10 . The yield of slowy9 y3

muons obtained during the first beamtime was 0.03m ys.q
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1. Introduction

A slow muon beam with energy below 100 eV

that can be accelerated to energies in the range of
2–10 keV can provide an excellent tool for con-
dense matter physics extending the scope of muon
spin relaxation technique from bulk materials to
thin samples. The penetration depth of muons at
these very low energies can range from the sub-
nanometre to several nanometre region. This
allows for systematic studies of thin films, multi-
layered structures, nanomaterials and extremely
small samples. There have been several proposed
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methods of slow muon generationw1x. In terms of
the beam intensity, the muon moderation technique
developed at PSI has been so far the most suc-
cessful w2x. This technique produces polarized
muons with energies below 30 eV, with a broad
peak centered at 15 eV. An alternative method we
are investigating potentially produces muons with
energy as low as 0.2 eV(ultra-slow muons). The
method is based on the laser ionization of muon-
ium atoms (m e ) in ultra-high vacuum. Theq y

muonium can be produced with high conversion
efficiency (1–4%) by stopping high energy,
4 MeV surface muon beam in thin tungsten foil
heated to 2100 Kw3x. The muonium is formed by
electron capture near the surface of the hot foil.
The muonium atoms can then escape to the vacu-
um with thermal velocity.

Using a pulsed Lyman-a (122 nm) laser system
the muonium is resonantly excited from 1S ground
state to 2P state and subsequently photoionized
with a 355 nm laser beam. The ultra-slow muons
are then extracted and accelerated in a static
electric field. The method of muonium ionization
was first successfully tested at the pulsed proton
beamline at Meson Science laboratory of the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization(KEK)
in Japanw4x. The thermal muonium was produced
directly in the 500 MeV proton beam from a
composite target consisting of boron nitride pion
production target and a heated tungsten foil. How-
ever, there are serious technical issues associated
with the radiation in the primary proton beamline
limiting more systematic study of optimum con-
ditions for the muonium production. We have
therefore decided to take advantage of a high
intensity pulsed surface muon source available at
RIKEN-RAL beamline at ISIS facility of Ruther-
ford Appleton Laboratory, UK. A new experimen-
tal setup consisting of a laser system for muonium
ionization operating with a repetition rate of 25
Hz, a muonium production target, and an ultra-
slow muon beamline was installed at Port 3 of
RIKEN-RAL facility, where 5=10 surface5

muonsys are available in a beam pulsed at 50 Hz
and with a pulse duration of 80 nsw5x. In this
progress report we are presenting the details of our
laser system and first results of the ultra-slow
muon generation at RIKEN-RAL.

The muonium ionization efficiency is currently
limited by the availability of sufficiently intense
Lyman-a source. The 1S–2P transition is strongly
allowed electric dipole transition with saturation
intensity of only 2.3 Wycm over a natural line-2

width of 0.1 GHz. Considering the Doppler width
of the thermal muonium of 200 GHz, Lyman-a

intensity of 4.6 kWycm is required to excite 25%2

of the ground state muonium to the 2P state. Thus,
for a typical laser pulse duration of 4 ns and the
muonium cloud cross-section of several square
centimeters, Lyman-a pulse energies of approxi-
mately 10–100mJ are required. Historically, the
most commonly used method for generation in the
vacuum-ultraviolet(VUV) region is the third har-
monic generation(THG) in rare gasses. In general,
however, the conversion efficiency of THG is
relatively low because of the small value of the
non-linear susceptibility for laser frequencies far
from any resonance. Resonantly enhanced
schemes, such as the sum-difference frequency
mixing process, have conversion efficiencies that
are several orders of magnitude higherw6,7x. The
sum-difference frequency mixing process is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, where VUV is generated in a four-
wave mixing process involving two photons at
l s212.55 nm tuned to the two photon resonanceR

of 4p 5pw1y2, 0x state of Kr and a third photon of5

tunable wavelength in the infrared(IR) region.
Tuning of the IR laser tol s820.9 nm orl sT T

845.3 nm results in the generation of Lyman-a for
muonium or hydrogen, respectively. Using this
scheme it is possible to generate VUV with large
bandwidth using IR laser with large bandwidth
that is matched to the 200 GHz doppler width of
the thermal muonium produced from the hot tung-
sten foil. Recently, VUV pulse energies as high as
7 mJ at frequencies near Lyman-a were generated
using the sum-difference frequency mixing process
utilizing the two photon enhancement at 193 nm
(resonant with 4p 6pw3y2,2x state) in Kr gas w8x.5

One of the major loss mechanisms in this process
is photoionization of the excited Kr state by a third
193 nm photon or by the generated VUV photon.
Since the photoionization rate from the 4p 5pw1y5

2, 0x state is lower than from 4p 6pw3y2,2x state5

it is preferable to use 212.55 nm radiation for the
resonant enhancement in Krw9,7x.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of resonantly enhanced sum-differ-
ence mixing process in Kr used to generate Lyman-a radiation
for muonium and hydrogen.

2. Experimental setup

Owing to the short lifetime of 2P state of
muonium(1.6 ns) and the nature of the frequency
mixing process in Kr all lasers have to be syn-
chronized to 1 ns accuracy. To achieve this level
of accuracy the laser system is based on optical
parametric oscillators(OPO) that have no intrinsic
build-up time and are pumped by Nd:YAG lasers
that have the build-up time jitter at only 1 ns level.
The pumping Nd:YAG lasers are triggered in two
stages. First, the flashlamps are triggered approxi-
mately 300ms in advance of the ISIS muon pulse
by delayed trigger from the previous muon pulse.
The Q-switched pulses of the individual Nd:YAG
lasers are then triggered to better than 1 ns accu-
racy from the current muon pulse. Flashlamp and
Q-switch delays of the individual lasers are com-
puter controlled and are independently adjusted to
optimize the laser performance and timing relative
to the muon pulse. In this way, the pulses of
individual lasers can be synchronized to 1 ns
accuracy with respect to each other as well as to
the current muon pulse.

High power solid state lasers operating at high
repetition rates suffer from poor beam quality due
to high thermal load on the active medium, leading
to stress induced birefringence and strong thermal
lensing. This currently places a limit on the repe-
tition rate of our laser system that is operating at
only 25 Hz repetition rate, i.e. synchronized with
only every second muon pulse.

A schematic diagram of our laser system is
shown in Fig. 2. It consists of single-longitudinal
mode (SLM) OPO oscillator with two-multipass
Ti-sapphire amplifiers(Continuum Mirage 800)
pumped by a frequency doubled, diode injection
seeded, SLM Nd:YAG laser(Continuum Powerlite
9000). The Mirage 800 laser is tunable near 850
nm with bandwidth below 1 GHz and is producing
output energies of 30–40 mJypulse. The output
beam is further amplified in a 4-pass Ti:sapphire
amplifier, longitudinally pumped by 650 mJ pulses
from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser(Contin-
uum Powerlite 9000), giving output energies of
150–200 mJ at 850 nm. After frequency doubling
in a 7 mm longb-barium borate(BBO) crystal,
pulse energies of up to 70 mJ at 425 nm are
obtained. The wavelength of the 425 nm beam is
monitored by a pulsed wavemeter(Burleigh WA-
4500). The beam is then expanded with a telescope
and split with a 50y50 beamsplitter before further
frequency doubling in 5 mm long BBO crystals to
212.55 nm. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly,
by reducing the incident energy, the heating effects
caused by both linear absorption and non-linear
absorption of 212.55 nm in BBO are reduced. This
allows us to maintain the phase-matching condition
over the cross-section of the beam. Secondly, two
VUV beams can be generated independently in
the Kr cell, where we also observed a strong
saturation of the conversion process. As much as
6 mJypulse with pulse duration of 4 ns at 212.55
nm can be generated in each beam.

A broadband OPO laser coupled with an optical
parametric amplifier(Continuum Mirage 3000)
based on KTP is employed to generate the differ-
ence frequency between the excited 4p 5pw1y2, 0x5

state of Kr and the required Lyman-a frequency.
The output is tunable from 815 to 855 nm allowing
to generate Lyman-a for muonium, hydrogen and
deuterium. The Mirage3000 laser is optically
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the laser system. Certain elements such as telescopes and waveplates are for simplicity omitted from
the diagram.

pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum Powerlite 7000). The resonator length
of the OPO, the KDP crystal length as well as the
focusing of the pump beam were optimized to
generate the broad bandwidth output required for
the efficient muonium ionization. The bandwidth,
as measured by the Burleigh WA-4500 pulsed
wavemeter, is typically 160 GHz(FWHM). The
output pulse energy over the tuning range of the
laser is typically 20 mJ with pulse duration of
12 ns.

Another frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser is used
to generate 80 mJ pulses with 10 ns duration at
355 nm required for ionization of muonium from
the 2P state.

The optical arrangement used for the generation
of VUV radiation is shown in Fig. 3 together with
the interaction area in front of the hot tungsten
target. Two pairs of 212.55 nm and IR beams were
used in some of our measurements to generate two
VUV beams separated vertically by 20 mm. For
simplicity only one beam is shown in Fig. 3. The
212.55 nm and IR beams are focussed separately
to the 300 mm long Kr cell by 500 mm focal
length lenses and combined collinearly by a
dichroic mirror. The generated VUV beam is
collimated in the horizontal plane byfs125 mm

MgF cylindrical plano-convex lens separating the2

Kr cell from the ultra-high vacuum in the target
chamber of the slow muon beamline. The relative
intensity of the generated VUV is monitored by
measuring a photoionization current in an NO gas
cell (at a pressure of 6.5 hPa) w11x. The muonium
(or hydrogen) atoms excited by the Lyman-a

beam to the 2P state are ionized by the pulsed
355 nm beam. This beam is introduced at an angle
from the Lyman-a beam and retro-reflected at a
small angle from the normal incidence to increase
the interaction volume in front of the target. The
total volume in front of the target defined by the
overlap between the VUV and the 355 nm beam
is estimated to be approximately 4 cm . A remotely3

controlled mirror with high reflectivity at 122 nm
located in front of the NO cell can be used to
retro-reflect the VUV beam(s).

Two stainless steel plates that can be translated
in the horizontal and vertical direction, respective-
ly, are mounted in front of the NO cell detector to
determine the position and size of the VUV beam
using the knife-edge method.

The surface muon beam with a flux of 5=105

m ys enters the apparatus through a 50mm thickq

stainless steel foil that is shielded from the high
temperature tungsten target by a 25mm thick
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the setup used for the VUV generation and of the muonium production target area. The 355 nm beam
introduced from above the Kr cell at 45 degrees from the VUV beam is not shown. In this figure, Kr stands for Kr cell, T for
tungsten target, NO for NO ionization cell, KN for motorized ‘knife-edge’ plate.

tungsten foil degrader. The target, a high purity
(99.9999%) tungsten foil of 50mm thickness, is
located at the focus of the muon beam that was
calculated to be of approximately 35 mm diameter.
The target is heated to 2100 K by a d.c. current
to maximize the muonium formation at the target
surface. The laser pulses are triggered with a 0.4
ms delay after the pulse to allow for muonium
propagation several millimetres away from the
target.

The ionized particles are extracted by an immer-
sion lens and transported through electrostatic
quadrupoles, a bending magnet and electrostatic
bend to a multichannel plate(MCP) detectorw10x.
The particle acceleration voltage can be adjusted
between 0.5 and 10 kV. This slow muon transport
beamline is evacuated down to ultra-high vacuum
with three turbo pumps and a cryogenic pump.
The bending magnet in the beamline enables sep-
aration of the extracted ions by their mass and
thus select the type of particles transported to the
MCP. The timing of the MCP signal, the muon
beam trigger, as well as the timing of the laser
pulses, and other relevant information were record-
ed with a CAMAC-based data acquisition system.
The time-of-flight (TOF) of the particle through
the beamline gives also a signature of the particle

identity since particles of different mass will have
different velocities at same acceleration voltage.

3. VUV generation in Kr and Ar gas mixtures

The generation of VUV in Kr was investigated
under various experimental conditions. The con-
focal parameters of the incident beams could be
varied over a wide range by using different lenses
(fs750 mm, fs500 mm, fs360 mm) and two
beam expanding telescopes.

The efficiency of the VUV generation depends
primarily on the phase mismatch per Kr atom
C sDkyN (Dksk y2k qk ), whereN is theKr VUV R T

number density of Kr atoms. In case of the two
photon resonant difference frequency mixing in
the wavelength region near Lyman-a the mismatch
C is negative w4x. An analysis of four waveKr

mixing with different confocal parametersw12x has
shown that in case of negative wave-vector mis-
match(Dk), the maximum VUV energy is gener-
ated whenDksy2yb . Thus, given the confocalR

parameterb of the 212.55 nm beam and the phaseR

mismatch per atom near Lyman-a (C syKr

1.5=10 cm ), the maximum VUV signaly17 2

should be observed for an optimum Kr pressure
(p ) corresponding top sy2 Ky(b C ),opt opt R Kr
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Fig. 4. Energy of hydrogen Lyman-a radiation generated in pure Kr gas and in phase-matched Kr–Ar mixture. Confocal parameters:
b s3 cm, b s2 cm; energy ofv beam 3.6 mJ, energy ofv beam 5.6 mJ.R T R T

whereKsp yN . This is in very good agreementKr Kr

with our experimental results when we observed
the maximum VUV signal forb s4, 2, and 0.5R

cm at optimum Kr pressures 1.5, 2.5 and 11 hPa,
respectively. Comparing the relative VUV energy
for different confocal parameters, the largest value
was observed for the weakest focusing tested(b sR

4 cm, b s5 cm).T

The wave vector mismatch limiting the VUV
generation in pure Kr only to low number density
can be compensated by using a buffer gas with a
positive phase mismatch per atom in the Lyman-
a region, such as Ar. In the limiting case of no
absorption and ideal phase matchingDks0, the
generated VUV energy should theoretically
increase as a square of the Kr partial pressure
w8,6x. Experiments performed by Marangos et al.
at low input intensities and narrow bandwidth
(E s0.18 mJ andE s0.72 mJ in pulses of 20 nsR T

duration) have yielded an enhancement of the
VUV energy in Kr–Ar mixture compared to opti-
mum energy obtained in pure Kr of a factor of
100. Similar enhancement factor at Lyman-a fre-
quency was observed in an experiment by Meyer
et al. w13,8x using a different 2-photon resonance
(4p 6pw3y2,2x requiring l s193 nm). In both5

R

cases the increase of the VUV energy was found
to be increasing proportionally to partial Kr pres-
sure. Under our experimental conditions, however,
the enhancement of the VUV energy with Ar gas
phase-matching is observed to be rather modest.
Fig. 4 shows the relative generated energy in pure
Kr gas and in the Kr–Ar mixture measured at
hydrogen Lyman-a frequency demonstrating an
enhancement of a factor of only 5 due to a strong
saturation effect with increasing pressure of Kr–
Ar mixture. The data for VUV generation in Kr–
Ar mixture at different Kr partial pressures were
measured by preparing a phase-matched mixture
at 60 hPa Kr base pressure and then evacuating
the cell. The optimum phase-matching ratios
between Kr and Ar were found to be 1:4.0 and
1:5.8 for 121.57 nm(hydrogen) and 122.09 nm
(muonium), respectively. The VUV energy, as
shown in Fig. 4 was found to have a maximum at
relatively low Kr pressure of 20 hPa.

We have investigated the dependence of the
saturation pressure on some experimental condi-
tions. We have found that the saturation pressure
stays constant over a wide range of the incident
energies of the 212.55 nm beam, from 0.1 to 3.5
mJ. The change of confocal parameters has also
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the VUV pulse energy on the Kr partial
pressure(Kr:Ars1:4) measured at low energy of 212.55 nm
beam(E s0.2 mJ) and several energies,E of the IR beamR T,

at l s844.9 nm. Confocal parameters of the input beams areT

b s0.8 cm, andb s1 cm. Dashed lines represent fit to theR T

data in the form of , wherea, b, and g arebap exp(ygp )Kr Kr

the fitting parameters.

had only a limited effect on the value of the
saturation pressure and has not yielded any signif-
icant increase in the observed VUV energy.

A measurement of dependence of the VUV yield
on the input energy ofv beam has revealed aT

strong saturation, which occurs at energies as low
as 1 mJypulse. The saturation energy ofvT

depends on the energy ofv and can be increasedR

by increasing the energy ofv . For example atR

E s5 mJypulse,b s0.5 cm andb s0.4 cm theR R T

saturation energy ofv increases to 7 mJypulse.R

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the VUV signal
on Kr partial pressure in the phase-matched Kr–
Ar mixture measured at low energy ofv andR

several energies ofv . The measurements dem-T

onstrate that with increasingv energy the satu-T

ration effects limiting the VUV generation are
stronger and that the saturation pressure at which
the VUV output is maximized changes
significantly.

There are several saturation and loss mecha-
nisms which contribute to saturation at high ener-
gies, such as 3-photon ionization, two-photon
re-absorptionw7x, amplified spontaneous emission
from 4p 5pw1y2,0x state w14x, stimulated hyper-5

Raman scattering, self-defocusingw15x and other
non-linear effects. This results in either change of
population distribution and related changes of
refractive index that can lead to loss of phase
matching, or to a direct depletion of the generated
VUV beam or the incidentv and v beams. AtT R

present we have no model that would consider all
of the saturation and phase mismatch effects and
explain the observed saturation behavior. Judging
from the data in Fig. 5 and from the strong
saturation of the VUV yield with increasingvT

energy a large contribution to the saturation is
likely to come from two photon resonant re-
absorption of VUV. The sum of the photon ener-
gies of the VUV and thev are inherently equalT

to 2v and the two-photon absorption is thusR

resonantly enhanced. The saturation of the VUV
signal with increasing power ofv which couldT,

be attributed to the two photon absorption, was
also observed by Hilber et al.w7x in a resonantly
enhanced sum-difference mixing experiment using
4p 5pw5y2,2x transition(l s216.6 nm) in Kr, as5

R

well as in our earlier experiment at KEKw4x.

Considering the relatively broad bandwidth of
our v beam, the VUV generation can be, inT

principle, also limited by low acceptance band-
width of the Kr–Ar mixture at higher pressures.
The actual acceptance bandwidth depends on the
shape of the phase matching integral that has
maximum atDks0 and can be approximated as
exp(b Dk) for Dk(0 and as exp(yb Dk) forR T

Dk00 w8x. The acceptance bandwidth for large
confocal parameters of the input beams could be
expected to be of a comparable size to thevT

bandwidth at relatively low Kr pressure. To check
whether this is the case, we have measured the
VUV tuning range at the Kr partial pressure of
50 hPa in the phase-matched mixture near 212.5
nm (Fig. 6). Though at this pressure the VUV
signal was strongly saturated, the tuning range
measured at full-width half-maximum was 0.45
nm. This is more than an order of magnitude larger
than the bandwidth of thev beam(or the VUVT

beam) and we can conclude that the VUV yield
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Fig. 6. Measured tuning range near hydrogen Lyman-a wavelength using a phase-matched Kr–Ar mixture at a Kr partial pressure
of 50 hPa. The dashed line represents a fit to the data with an approximated phase matching integral—see text. Confocal parameters:
b s0.8 cm,b s1 cm; energy ofv beam 3.6 mJ, energy ofv beam 5.6 mJ.R T R T

saturation at this pressure is not due to the narrow
acceptance bandwidth for phase-matching. The full
tuning range on the high frequency side could not
be measured due to the limited tuning range of
our broadband OPO laser. The phase matching
profile was fitted with the expected shape of the
phase matching integral discussed above. The ratio
of the confocal parameters giving the best fit to
the data isb yb s0.9.R T

4. Hydrogen ionization

The whole experimental setup, including the
laser system, ion transport beamline, and MCP
detector, was tested by ionizing hydrogen atoms
in front of the tungsten target. Given the capability
of the setup to detect single particles, the experi-
ment was performed using residual hydrogen in
the ultra-high vacuum without introducing any
additional H gas. The hydrogen atoms are pro-2

duced by dissociation from H on the surface of2

the heated tungsten target with maximum efficien-
cy at target temperatures above 2000 Kw4x. Hq

ions were transported to the MCP with a charac-
teristic TOF delay relative to the laser pulses and
characteristic mass corresponding to protons. Up

to 10 H were observed per laser pulse from an5 q

ionization volume of approximately 4 cm at ultra-3

high vacuum pressures of only 1.1=10 hPa.y9

Only one VUV beam without the VUV retro-
reflecting mirror was used for these measurements.
The VUV intensity can be increased by a factor
of three if both VUV beams and the retro-reflection
mirror are used.

We have also measured the value of the Lyman-
a wavelength to check calibration of our wave-
meters. Fig. 7 shows the measured yield of laser
ionized hydrogen as a function of VUV wave-
length near 121.6 nm. The VUV wavelength was
determined from direct measurements ofv y2 andR

v using a pulsed wavemeter. The measured centerT

wavelength of 121.568 nm is in very good agree-
ment with the theoretical Lyman-a wavelength
(121.5676 nm). The measured line profile is a
convolution of the Doppler profile of hydrogen at
1900 K, with FWHM of 78 GHz, and of the
Lorentzian profile of the OPO laser output. The
data were therefore fitted with a Voigt profile. The
linewidth measured at FWHM is 122 GHz. This
is lower than the bandwidth of the OPO laser
(160 GHz) indicating possible line narrowing in
the VUV generation process.
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Fig. 7. Yield of laser ionized hydrogen detected on the MCP as a function of wavelength near 121.6 nm. Solid line represents a
Voigt profile fit to the measured data.

5. Slow muon generation

The slow muon generation experiment was car-
ried out in the summer of 2001 for 5 days. The
surface of the tungsten target was cleaned in
oxygen atmosphere with 4=10 hPa pressure aty7

1800 K for 8 h before the start of the experiment
when the temperature was increased to 2000 K for
the muonium production.

The muon pulse repetition rate at the ISIS
facility is 50 Hz, twice the repetition rate of the
laser system. This allowed us to make easily
measurements with and without the laser ioniza-
tion. An observed TOF spectrum is shown in Fig.
8. A clear signal appeared only when the VUV
light was introduced in front of the target, and the
observed peak was confirmed to correspond to the
calculated TOF for slow muons at the acceleration
voltage of 7.5 kV. Timets0 in Fig. 8 was chosen
to be 120 ns prior to the laser Q-switch trigger, so
that the Q-switch trigger could be recorded simul-
taneously. Time jitter of 20 ns originating in the

data acquisition system was observed on both the
Q-switch trigger signal and the slow muon signal.
The measured width of the slow muon peak in the
TOF spectrum is limited by this jitter. The real
width is expected to be about a factor of two
smaller. The electric field gradient of 100 Vycm
in front of the target introduces an additional
uncertainty on the energy of the particles detected
at the MCP position. The extraction energy of the
m depends on the distance from the target atq

which the muonium is ionized. For the VUV beam
diameter of 8 mm this effect introduces an energy
uncertainty of 80 eV and respective TOF uncer-
tainty of 7.5 ns.

If required, this energy uncertainty can be
reduced by reducing the size of the VUV beam
and by reducing the electric field gradient in front
of the target. Reduction of the energy uncertainty
to below 10 eV should be achievable without
significant loss in the number of slow muons that
are generated and extracted from the target area.
The VUV pulse energies generated by the laser
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Fig. 8. Comparison of slow muon TOF spectrum measured with and without the laser ionization. The beamline acceleration voltage
was 7.5 kV.

system are currently not high enough to saturate
the 1S–2P transition. Therefore, the reduction of
the number muonium atoms in a more focused
laser beam would be compensated by the increased
ionization efficiency.

The muonium yield was also measured as a
function of the difference wavelengthl . Maxi-T

mum yield of slow muons was observed forl sT

821.1 nm corresponding to the generated VUV
wavelength of 122.08 nm. This is in agreement
with the expected 1S–2P transition frequency in
muonium (122.0891 nm). We have also scanned
the timing of laser pulses relative to the incoming
muon pulse. It was found that the yield is maxi-
mized when the laser is introduced 0.4ms after
the muon pulse. This agrees with previous exper-

iments on muonium production from hot metal
surfacesw3x.

6. Conclusion

Generation of ultra-slow muon beam from
pulsed surface muon beam using two photon res-
onant laser ionization of muonium was demonstrat-
ed. The measured yield of 0.03m ys obtainedq

during the first beamtime is currently below the
design value for this apparatus. Unfortunately, the
design of our apparatus does not currently allow
us to measure the absolute muonium production
and the absolute VUV energy independently. It is
therefore difficult to determine the exact reason
for the low slow muon yield.
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The hydrogen ionization measurements have
shown that up to 10 H per pulse can be obtained5 q

at a vacuum level 1.1=10 hPa. Assuming thaty9

the pressure corresponds to free hydrogen atoms
only, we can estimate the combined ionization and
detection efficiency to be better than 10 . Assum-y3

ing the surface muon beam intensity of 5=105

m ys, the efficiency of conversion to muonium ofq

2%, fraction of the muonium in the laser beam of
50%, and decay of 50% of the muons in flight,
we can then expect slow muon yield of the order
1 m ys.q

The discrepancy is likely to be due to low
efficiency of muonium production. An improve-
ment can be expected from experimental tuning of
the momentum of the initial muon beam to match
the thickness of the target. Relative muonium yield
as a function of the muon beam momentum can
be, in principle, measured by the laser ionization
in our apparatus. We have also found that a beam
collimator placed on the input of our apparatus
was partly blocking the muon beam and contrib-
uted to the reduction of the observed slow muon
signal. The slow muon signal showed almost linear
dependence on energies of both VUV and the
355 nm pulses, suggesting that significant
improvement can be gained by improving the
efficiency of VUV generation.

Further work is in progress to better understand
the saturation processes involved in the generation
of the intense VUV radiation in phase-matched
gas mixtures of Kr and Ar and to install a cali-
brated VUV detector to measure the absolute
energy of the generated VUV pulses.
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